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DO YOUR EYES HAVE LIGHT SENSITIVITIES? DO YOU
HAVE REDUCED VISION OR ACUTE VISION LOSS? DO
YOU SUFFER FROM EYE PAIN OR CHRONIC DRY, RED
EYES?
Let's take a look at key design and lighting accommodations that
address these ocular challenges so you can get the most out of

your bathroom functionality!!

To help us start this journey, SIDLER has been honoured to have Corey
Klassen who is a co-founder of the award-winning interior design firm,
Articulated Design Studio to provide his expertise and insight into this.

COREY KLASSEN, CO-FOUNDER OF ARTICULATED STUDIO

When you have ocular sensitives, vision issues/challenges or
photophobia, how do you design a bathroom space to accommodate

this? What key items should you consider?
It is obvious that you need light to be able to see yourself in the vanity mirror of
your bathroom, but there is a myth that pretty and elaborate lighting fixtures
illuminate everyone's face well. As we age, the physical characteristics of our
eyes change, and in some cases there are those who have ocular sensitives or
challenges due to injury or a medical condition.
So, in lieu of all of this, it can be very challenging to illuminate the grooming
centre sufficiently for daily grooming and bathroom tasks such as, make-up
application, dental care and face-washing, inserting contact lenses, donning
and doffing corrective eyewear, and other detailed tasks at the lavatory sink.
Skin tone, physical stature, physical ability, and access needs are additional
considerations to address in bathroom design to accommodate the variety of
ocular challenges.
With so many considerations, tasks, and activities encompassed in the
bathroom ‘work zone’ and grooming centre; this begs the question as to what
are the best practices for design and the incorporation of illumination?
Here are the 5 BEST PRACTICES for interior styling and lighting in
bathroom design!

GLARE AND VEILING REFLECTIONS
Direct glare, reflective glare, and veiling reflections off materials are all
considerations to address. Omni-directional lighting from LED is optimal and
often accommodates the least amount of eye strain, but this is not always the
rule.
As illustrated in the accompanying images (which features the SIDLER
Diamando™ LED mirrored cabinet), for those who apply foundations,
eyeshadow, and concealers, etc., reducing glare and shadow are essential.
Therefore, a Lumiere that runs the horizontal length of the mirror is ideal. These
images are of a lit LED mirrored cabinet showing a horizontal length light to
provide such illumination.

COAL HARBOUR RESIDENCE PROJECT - BY ARTICULATED DESIGN
STUDIO (FEATURES THE SIDLER DIAMANDO LED)

SIDLER XAMO MIRRORED CABINET WITH OVERHEAD VERTICAL
LIGHTING

In some scenarios, layers of different types and locations of lighting (such as a
recessed fixture above the edge of the sink) will need to be considered,
especially for those who wear corrective eyewear.

COLOUR RENDITION INDEX VS COLOUR TEMPERATURE
Aside from colour therapy, there are a few guidelines that can be employed
when illuminating the bathroom ‘work zone’ in front of the mirror. Most
bathrooms will need to achieve a minimum CRI>90 (Colour Rendering Index)
for the most clear, crisp and true to life colour and a distortion free mirror
reflection above your vanity. The best way to determine if there is enough
rendition is if you can faulty see blood vessels on the palm of your hand under
the light source.

COLOUR TEMPERATURE DIFFRENCE BETWEEN 3000 K (L) VS. 4000
K (R) ON THE SIDLER XAMO COLLECTION

For colour temperature, it’s a good idea to aim between 3000 Kelvin and 4500
Kelvin and avoid the 5000 Kelvin blue-light high-beam (such as the ones found
on vehicles) because this can actually cause a loss of focus or a very slow
focus in the eye the more we age. And for those with ocular sensitivities or
challenges, this is not ideal. Remember, without light we cannot see colour and
without adequate lighting we risk injury in a hard-surface space.

LONDON LANDING RESIDENCE PROJECT - BY ARTICULATED
DESIGN STUDIO (FEATURES THE SIDLER DIAMANDO LED)

INSTALLATION HEIGHT AND LOCATIONS
There is a common consensus the eye-level to the left and right of the mirror is
the best installation location for most users in the bathroom grooming centre.
But the flaw in this thinking is, there no two humans are exactly alike and not
every space can accommodate. Hence, understanding all the users’ needs in
the bathroom ‘work zone’ is essential to be able to select the best lighting
fixture and installation location to accommodate the widest variety of needs

including ocular sensitivities and challenges.

KENSINGTON CEDAR COTTAGE PROJECT - BY ARTICULATED DESIGN STUDIO (FEATURES THE
SIDLER DIAMANDO LED)

KENSINGTON CEDAR COTTAGE PROJECT - BY ARTICULATED
DESIGN STUDIO (FEATURES THE SIDLER DIAMANDO LED)

Some other things to consider when installing a mirrored medicine cabinet are
items such as moving parts and avoiding a collision with a faucet, light fixture or
an installed hand-towel fitting or electrical components on the wall are all errors
that can be avoided early on. The height location of the bottom of the cabinet
door is approximately 40-inches (1 025 mm) above the finished floor and ideally
swings toward a wall.

ILLUMINATION CONTROL
A key consideration when applying a control device (e.g., dimmer) for
illumination is primarily to address midnight toileting needs. For many of us, the
amount of illumination while waking from slumber means the difference
between returning to bed for a restful night's sleep or tossing and turning for a
few hours. For those with ocular sensitive or photophobia, these devices can
help with reducing brightness to accommodate and reduce any eye or vision

irritation.

SIDLER QUADRO MIRRORED CABINET WITH DIMMABLE LED LIGHT AND NIGHTLIGHT FUNCTION

KENSINGTON CEDAR COTTAGE PROJECT - BY ARTICULATED
DESIGN STUDIO (FEATURES THE SIDLER DIAMANDO LED)

Being able to use a low-level of illumination to see just enough to not miss the
toilet or get some Advil or Tylenol from medicine cabinet or for grooming tasks
while also, being able to use a high-level of illumination means a variety of
controls or types of lighting fixtures may need to be utilized in the bathroom
design solution.

ADDRESSING PRESENT AND FUTURE VISION CHANGES

No one likes to admit that they are aging, yet the fact remains that it’s a oneway street as every single year passes. In order to adequately address any
current or future vision changes, it is key to have meaningful conversations
early in the analysis phase with the user(s) of the space to be successful.

HUNTER PARK RESIDENCE PROJECT - BY ARTICULATED STUDIO (FEATURING THE SIDLER
DIAMANDO LED)

RILEY PARK RESIDENCE PROJECT - BY
ARTICULATED STUDIO

So, asking questions about the types of activities and tasks they perform in
front of the mirror at their bathroom ‘work zone’ is a good starting point.
Examples of some key questions are:
1) Is there a need to consider adding a wall-mount magnifying mirror?
2) Does it articulate up and down or left and right?
3) Does it need to be illuminated?
4) Does it have a power supply or need a hard-wire connection?
5) Is it accessible from a seated position in front of the work zone?
These types of considerations, questions, and applied skills are important for
the design professional and client to consider when planning task areas in the
bathroom. These points are not always going to be absolute because,
everyone is different but having some guidelines on how to address illumination
in a bathroom for those with ocular sensitivities or challenges is a step in the
right direction.

CONCLUSION
Bathroom design is more than just about paint colours or which colour of tile
and material to choose or the style of bathroom vanity/cabinetry or the style of
toilet, bathtub or shower or storage considerations. Bathroom design also
should incorporate practicality in creating a functional space. And this functional
space should allow for all everyday bathroom tasks to be performed with ease.

SIDLER MODELLO MIRRORED CABINET WITH DIMMABLE VERTICAL LED LIGHTS

And when it comes to those with ocular sensitivities or challenges; functionality
and the ability to perform daily bathroom tasks is especially a must where
special considerations and design elements play a key role.
And incorporating the right lighting, the right design elements and practical
applications is so key to accommodating those with ocular sensitives, vision
issues/challenges or photophobia.
Here are some articles that also provide more great tips on incorporating
the correct design elements and lighting in home design for ocular
sensitivities.
1) Commercial Interior Design article
2) Thou Swell article.

What else is happening in the SIDLER world?

SIDLER MIRRORED CABINETS AROUND THE WORLD

SIDLER HAS A BRAND NEW MIRRORED CABINET
COLLECTION!
INTRODUCING THE NEW XAMO COLLECTION!

AVAILABLE TO ORDER NOW!!

SIDLER XAMO MIRRORED CABINET COLLECTION

A CONTEMPORARY DESIGN WITH MODERN FUNCTIONALITY!
The SIDLER® Xamo embodies the functionality of modern convenience
combined with contemporary design.
SIDLER® Xamo is a perfect design functionality solution for your bathroom!

SIDLER XAMO MIRRORED CABINET COLLECTION

HIGHLIGHTS AND BENEFITS
• Integrated LED lighting system
• Available in different LED light temperatures
• Dimmable 0-10V (dimmer switch not provided)
• No deslivering or deterioration with the SILVERLASTING™ double-sided
mirror door
• Authentic soft-close with concealed, BLUM® hinges
• Functional storage and customization with patented shelf-adjustment system
• Accessories included such as, magnifying mirror (2.5X) and cosmetic box
• Mirrored back wall
• Anodized aluminum body
• Recessed or surface mounted
• Optional integrated GFCI outlet and night light (operated via internal switch)

The SIDLER® XAMO IS AVAILABLE IN TWO DESIGN STYLES!

SIDLER XAMO MIRRORED CABINET COLLECTION

Standard Style - Dimmable, top light only.
Deluxe Style - GFCI outlet plus, dimmable top light and bottom nightlight.

CHECK OUT THE XAMO ON OUR WEBSITE HERE!
WHERE TO BUY? FIND A DEALER CLOSE TO YOU HERE!

XAMO PRIZE CONTEST ON OUR INSTAGRAM!
PARTICIPATE AND ENTER TO WIN A PRIZE DRAW!
We are running a 4-day prize winning contest on our Instagram page starting
November 2, 2021 until November 5, 2021.
Please follow us on our IG page and PARTICIPATE TO WIN A PRIZE!
*Only ONE winner will be eligible for this prize.

www.instagram.com/sidlermirrorcabinets/

WIN A $50 VISA GIFT CARD!
ENTER A PRIZE DRAW!
HOW? PLEASE SEE THE DETAILS BELOW!
==========

PLEASE POST A REVIEW ABOUT SIDLER ON HOUZZ!
Please visit our HOUZZ page and post a review. The more reviews, the more
everyone can find out about SIDLER!
https://www.houzz.com/pro/mirrorcabinets/sidler

ONCE YOU POST A REVIEW YOUR NAME WILL BE ENTERED
INTO A PRIZE DRAW TO WIN A $50 VISA GIFT CARD!!
THE DRAW ENDS ON NOVEMBER 30, 2021
*Only ONE winner will be eligible for this prize.

SIDLER'S COMEDY CABINET

This is a feature of our newsletter where we will share a joke or pun or an
image gif with you! We invite everyone to share your jokes/puns and images
with us!

PLEASE TALK BEHIND OUR BACKS AND GOSSIP
ABOUT SIDLER!

FOLLOW SIDLER AND TALK ABOUT US!

Just a friendly reminder to follow us, comment, share your
experience on any of our social media feeds. Please share with
your business partners, clients, colleagues and friends!
Click on any of the icons below!

VIISIT OUR WEBSITE OR SUBSCRIBE TO OUR NEWSLETTER!

Written by, Sally Mark
Marketing and Communications Manager
SIDLER International Ltd.
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